The following physician and Advance Practice Professionals providing services at Northwest Hospital and Medical Center are covered by the UW Medicine Financial Assistance policy:

EMERGENCY SERVICES NORTHWEST
INTERNAL MEDICINE CONSULT CLINIC
NORTHWEST MEDICAL SPECIALTIES
MERIDIAN WOMEN'S HEALTH
NORTHWEST OTOLARYNGOLOGY
NORTHWEST HOSPITAL MIDWIVES CLINIC
NORTHWEST INFECTIOUS DISEASE CLINIC
NORTHWEST INPATIENT SERVICES
NORTHWEST INTERNAL MEDICINE
NORTHWEST MEDICAL SPECIALTIES
NORTHWEST NEUROSURGERY
NORTHWEST NEUROLOGY AT NWHMC
NWPC - FREMONT
NWPC – LAKE FOREST PARK
NWPC – MAIN CAMPUS
NWPC - OPMC
NWPC – NORTH SEATTLE
NORTHWEST RESPIRATORY ASSOCIATES
NORTHWEST VASCULAR (SSHC)
NORTHWEST ENT ASSOCIATES
SPORTS MEDICINE PHYSICAL THERAPY
SURGICAL SERVICES & HERNIA CENTER
THE SEATTLE ARTHRITIS CLINIC
THE SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
UROLOGY NW
The following are outside the Financial Assistance policy and have made the determination either to “Opt In” or “Opt Out”:

◆ Provider Groups/Provider Names “Opted In” to offer Financial Assistance under the UW Medicine policy

Patients and Guarantors should identify they are currently covered for Financial Assistance when checking in at the front desk or if a statement is received so the information can be requested, verified and applied to their account as appropriate. Please contact the Provider Group / Provider for more information.

Provider Groups:

BALLARD PEDIATRIC CLINIC

RICHMOND PEDIATRICS

VIA RADIOLOGY

VIA RADIOLOGY MERIDIAN PAVILION

Provider Names:

ARNOLD, PHILIP, DO

BALMADRID, BRYAN, MD

BERFIELD, KATHLEEN, MD

BERNIER, GRETA, MD

COON, BRADLEY PA-C

COOPER, ALEX MD

COOPER, JOSHUA MD
CORMACK, FIONNUALA MD
DALESANDRO, MARK, MD
DALKIN, BRUCE, MD
DORESWAMY, VINOD MD
ELLIS, WILLIAM, MD
HAGEDORN, JUDITH, MD
JACKSON, HOPE, MD
KILDARE, LEANNE MD
KIMM, SOON MD
LARSON, ANNE MD
LO, SIMON, MB, ChB
MCCORMACH, ANNE, MD
MILLER, JANE, MD
NEAL, CRAIG MD, DDS
NILES, NANCY MD
OSTROWSKI, KEVIN, MD
RIEDO, FRANCIS MD
ROBINSON, MELISSA, MD
SAHI, GURINDER MD
SANCHEZ, PABLO, MD
SAUNDERS, MICHAEL, MD
SOUZA, JANELLE, MD
SWANSON, PAUL, MD
TEMPLETON, ADAM, MD
UMMAT, SUNIL MD
VAKAR-LOPEZ, FUNDA, MD
VOELZKE, BRYAN, MD
WRIGHT, JONATHAN, MD
YANG, CLAIRE, MD
YEUNG, ROSANNA, MD
YOUNG, MONICA, MD

◆ Provider Groups/Provider Names “Opted Out” and DO not offer Financial Assistance under the UW Medicine policy

Provider Groups:
CARDIAC REHABILITATION
CELLNETIX PATHOLOGY
CELLNETIX PATHOLOGY, LLC
CELLNETIX PATHOLOGY, PLLC
GREENLAKE PRIMARY CARE
NEUROSURGICAL CONSULTANTS OF WASHINGTON
NORTH SEATTLE PEDIATRICS
NORTHWEST EYE SURGEONS
NWH THERAPIES & SPORTS THERAPY
ORTHOPEDIC PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES
ORTHOPEDIC SPECIALISTS OF SEATTLE
PACIFIC DERMATOLOGY & COSMETIC CENTER
PODIATRY & LIMB PRESERVATION
PREMIER ORTHOPEDIC GROUP
PUGET SOUND SURGERY CENTER
RETINA CONSULTANTS OF SEATTLE
SEATTLE GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOCIATES
SEATTLE NEPHROLOGY
SEATTLE REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
WOUND CARE CENTER IS NOW NW WOUND & HYPERBARIC CENTER

**Provider Names:**

ABBOTT, JESSE KLAFTER MD
AGNANI, SANTOSH MD
ALEM, ASTIER MD
ALI, HUMERA MD
ALJABAB, SAIF MBBS
ALLEGRA, LUDWIG MD
ALTHOUSE, RALPH MB, BCH
ALVAREZ, JACQUELINE MD
ANDERSON, DENNIS DO
ANDERSON, THOMAS MD, PhD
ATKINS, BROADUS MD
AVAKIAN, ARPENIK MD, PhD
BADULAK, JENELLE MD
BAINTON, MANDI PA-C
BALDWIN, GREGORY MD
BALKANY, ADAM DO
BALOUSEK, PETER MD
BAR-EL, RONEN ARNP
BARKER, NICHOLE DO
BARLAM, SERGE DPM
BAYS, PATRICK DO
BENJAMIN, BRIAN MD
BERG, RION DPM
BERNSTEIN, GREGORY MD
BEYMER, CHARLES MD, MPH
BIRCHFIELD, GEORGE MD
BLACKHAM, DANA MD
BLAIS, PIERRE MD
BLAU, JESSAMYN MD
BLEVINS, DUSTIN DPT
BOLTON, MICHAEL, MD
BOUCHARD, MARYSE MD, MSc
BOWERS, JAMES MD
BRADLEY, DEWAYNE MD
BRADLEY, EMILY MD
BRANDON, PETER MD
BRUCKNER, YASMEEN CNM
BRYAN, ANDREW MD, PHD
BURKHART, WILLIAM PHD
BUTLER, DUSTIN DPT
CABODI, JESSICA MD
CALL, ADRIAN MD
CANTINI, EVAN MD
CARLOS, TIMOTHY MD
CARROL, JENNIFER PA-C
CHAMPLIN, JAY MD
CHANG, HELENA MD
CHANG, JENG YUE MD
CHANG, MORRIS MD
CHATILO, ALEXANDR MD
CHEE, YEWLIN MD
CHEEMA, MOHINDER MD
CHEN, I-JEN MD
CHEN, LINDA MD
CHHIENG, CHEUNG MD
CHIANG, I-HUI MD
CHIER, DEAN MD
CHOW, WARREN MD
CHU, FELIX MD
CHUNG, THOMAS MD
CLARK, HERBERT MD
CLARK, LINDA MD
COLEMAN, BRIAN MD
COLIP, CHARLES MD
COLWELL, WILLIAM DDS
COMPTON, NICHOLAS MD
CONDINO, ANNA MD, MPH
CREELMAN, STEVEN MD
CREWS, JENNIE MD
CROSS, NATHAN MD
DE GIVE, DAVID MD
DECK, ANDREW MD
DEGROOT, MICHAEL MD
DESAI, RAHUL MD
DESYATNIKOVA, STELLA MD
DEWEES, JONATHAN MD
DHALIWAL, HARDEEP MD, DMD
DOLACK, G. LEE MD
DOROSHOW, CAROL MD
DOWNEY, DANIEL MD
EAST, M. VICKY PHD
EDRICH, VANESSA MD
ELLINGSON, SONJA MD
FADER, DARRELL MD
FANG, MIN MD, PHD
FINCH, JOHN DO
FORGETTE, MARGARET MD
FRIEDMAN, JAIME MD
FROST, CLAIRE MD
GEAMANU, ELENA MD
GEISE, ROBERT MD, MPH
GIEFER, MATTHEW MD
GILLESPY, MARJORIE MD
GINGER, VAN ANH MD
GLATZ, CHRISTOPHER DPT
GORMLEY, JOANNE DPM
GRASSMAN, ERIC MD
GRIFFIN, LINDY DO
GULLAGE, JOHN PA-C
GUO, WEI DMD, MD
GUTIERREZ RIVAS, MARIA DE LOS ANGELS MD
HA, ERIC MD
HAGEN, Mia MD
HAINING, ROBERT MD
HALE, DOUGLAS DPM
HALL, YOSHIO MD
HAMMOND, WILLIAM MD
HAYGEMAN, JOHN PHD
HEARL, FRANCESCA DA
HECHT, GARIN MD
HERSCHBERG, STANLEY DO
HOLLAND, LORNE MD, MBA
HOOE, WILLIAM DDS
HOY, J. JOHN DPM
HSU, FLORENCE MD
HSU, JASON MD
HUANG, ERIC MD, PhD
HUANG, MAY MD
IANNUZZI, NICHOLAS MD
IRETON, ROBERT MD
IVERSON, JULIE MD
JACOBS, CHERYL MD, MPH
JAIN, VANDANA MD
JANSEN, NATHAN DO
JOHNSON, NIELS MD
JOHNSON, CHERIE DPM
JOHNSON, KRISTEN MD
JORGE, SOLEDAD MD
Kanter, Robert MD
Kantor, Stanley DO
Kapanjie, Theodore DO
Karch, David MD, MBA
Kearney, Kathleen MD
Kearns, James MD
Keys, Kari MD
Khafagy, Ayatallah MB, BCH, MSc, MPH
Khatami, David MD
Kieffer, Nicole DO
Kim-Deobald, Jessie MD
Kim, Hyo MD
Kim, Joohee MD
Kishimoto, Adrienne DPT
Klesert, Todd MD, PhD
Knickerbocker, Heidi MD
Knoebeloch, Deirdre DO
Knopf, Paul PA-C
Koller, Martina MD
Koomalsingh, Kevin MD
Kosloff, Alex MD
Krane, Bjorn MD
Kroll, Robin MD
Kurachi, Akiko MD
Kweon, Christopher MD
Lacambra, Mark MD
Laine, Kaitlen PA-C
Lal, Anjali MD
Lam, Sing MD
Lamble, Nina MD
Landis, Daniel MD
Larkin, Emily ARNP
Latimer, Caitlin MD, PhD
Lawlor, Kean MD
Lee, Aaron MD
Lee, Douglas MD
Lee, Yung MD
Leung, Alan MD
Lilja, Erik DPM
Lin, Grace, MD
Little, Patricia MD
Lonergran, Matthew MD
Luebbe, Vicki PT
Luo, Jing MD
Luzadre, Amanda CCP
Magaram, David MD
Magill, David MD
Mani, Nandita MD
Mantilla Arango, Jose MD
Mar, David MD
Marchant, Jeffrey, MD
Marchionne, AnnaMaria MD
MARKOWITZ, DANIEL MD
MARQUEZ, JOSEPH MD
MARSHALL, DESIREE MD
MARTIN, RANDALL MD
MATHESON, BRIAN DPT
MATIN, MICHELLE MD
MAURER, LAWRENCE DPM
MAZUR, ERIK MD, MS
MCDONALD, PAMELA MD
MCDONNELL, WILLIAM MD
MCGRATH, ANIKA MD
MCINTYRE, SCOTT MD
MEIS, PETER MD
MEISSNER, MARK MD
MENON, MANOJ MD
MI, CINDY MD
MICKS, ELIZABETH MD, MPH
MITCHELL, KARA, MD
MOKADAM, NAHUSH MD
MOORE, EUGENE MD
MOSCOVITZ, MARK MD
MOSKOWITZ, ROSS, MD
MOULTON, GERALD MD
MU, SAW, MBBS
MYERS-POWELL, BRENDA MD, PhD
NAING, MIN MD
NAJAFIAN, BEHZAD MD
NAPIERALA, MATTHEW MD
NEWELL, STANLEY DPM
O'DEA, TIMOTHY MD
O’ROURKE, ERIN DPM
OH, EUGENE MD, PhD
OLSON, BRUCE PHD
OMAN, SARAH MD
ORLOSKI, CLINTON MD
OU, CHAU-SU MD
PALERMO, JOSEPH DO
PARK, HYUNG MD
PATEL, SHRENA MD
PAWA, SAPNA MD
PEMBERTON, JANE MD
PETERSON, CHARLES MD
PETERSON, GINA DPT
PETERSON, MITCHELL MD
PIERCE, DAVID MD
PURNELL, LINDSAY MD
QUESTAD, KENT PhD
QUIROGA, ELINA MD
RAHEEM, OMER MD, MSC
RAUBITSCHEK, ANTONY MD, PhD
RAVINDRA, AMY MD
REDDI, DEEPTI MD
REDER, NICHOLAS MD, MPH
REHWALD, CHRISTINE MD
REID, JEAN MD
REILLY, LYNN MD
REINARD, BRITTANY PA-C
RICHMAN, DONNA MD
ROLLO, JOHNATHON MD
ROMANO, JACK PA-SA
ROSENBAUM, JOSHUA MD
SABO, MICHELLE MD, PhD
SAMSON, PATRICK MD
SANDERS, KAREN PhD
SARAF, STEVEN MD
SATO, HOLLY MD
SCHIFF, STANLEY MD
SCHUESSLER, RACHAEL MD
SHAH, NILESH MD
SHARMA, SUBHEKCHYA ARNP
SHAW, MEGAN MD
SHECKTER, CAROL MD
SHERRIS, KIRK DPM
SCHILDMYER, ADAM DPT
SHOFNER-MICHALSKY, WHITNEY MD
SIDDQUI, SAROSH MD
SINGH, NITEN MD
SINGLA, ASHIMA MD
SKJEI, BRIAN MD
SLACK, STEPHEN MD
SMITH, JACOB MD
SOBEY, KAYOKO PT
SOLACK, SANDRA MD
SOLAN, JANET MD
SONTROP, ANNEMIEK MD
SOONG, THING RINDA MD, PHD
SORENSEN, KYLE DMD
SOUTER, VIVIENNE MD
SPECE, LAURA MD
SPECK, SARAH MD
SRIKANTH, MYUR MD
STARKEBAUM, MARY MD
STARNES, BENJAMIN MD
STEINBERG, ORLY MD
STEPHENS, EMMA MD
STONER-DUNCAN, BENJAMIN MD
SUBHERWAL, SUMEET MD
SUBONG, AMADOR, MD
SUBONG, ERIC MD
SUN, WENSI MD
SUSARLA, SRINIVAS MD, MPH
SWARTHOUT, VICTORIA CNM
SWEET, MATTHEW MD
TAN, CHRISTINA MD
TEASLEY, LAURA MD
THAKUR, S. SMILEY MD
THOMPSON, MATTHEW MD
THORSON, PETER MD
TOLMAN, J. SAMUEL MD
TOMIZAWA, YUTAKA MD
TONG, SOPHIA MBBS
TRAN, NAM MD
TRAUTMAN, WALTER MD
TRUONG, CAMTU MD
TULLOCH, NATHANIEL MD, PhD
UDAYASANKAR, JAYALAKSHMI MD, MBBS
UPTON, KATHRYN MD
VAN WINKLE, JASON MD
VAVRICHEK, EMILY BS
VEGA, FERNANDO MD
VINCENT, PETER DPM
WEI, CINDY MD, MA
WENDEL, BRENT DPM
WHITEHEAD, SARAH ARNP
WILSON, CHARLES MD
WINTERS, BRIAN MD
WO, SEAN MD
WOLPAW, BENJAMIN MD
WONG, CALVIN MD
WONG, CHRISTINA DO
WONG, SAN MD
WOODHEAD, BENJAMIN DO
WOODLE, ALAN DPM
WRIGHT, THEODORE MD
WU, JIMMY MD
XIE, JANE MD
XU, HAODONG MD, PHD
YEE, DAVID MD
YEZEFISKI, TODD MD
YOUNGER, JONATHAN DPT
YU, SEUNG DDS
ZHANG, WAYNE MD
ZIGICH, MICHAEL MD